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TWIB Show #1213 "Hoboken Baseball" 
 
Act One "Hoboken": Hoboken, NJ claims to be the birthplace of baseball because 
there is evidence that in 1846, the first game played by two organized baseball clubs 
took place at Elysian Fields. At a Hoboken intersection there is a large mosaic brick 
baseball and plaque to commemorate the location of this historic event.  And to further 
pay homage to the city’s role in the birth of our national pastime, a series of baseball-
related plays called The Seventh Inning Stretch are performed at the Mile Square 
Theatre in downtown Hoboken. The plays must be 10 minutes or less with five 
characters or less and baseball as the central theme. Because baseball is a metaphor 
for so many things it is fascinating how playwrights treat the topic. The game itself 
provides a diverse platform for theatre because baseball gives us great theatrics at 
every game. Actors enjoy sports analogy along with art because of the associated 
passion. Errors and mistakes are situations that athletes and actors must deal with in a 
professional manner. Real professionals find accidents as something to be beneficial. 
There is a perfect marriage between viewing a great artwork and seeing a baseball 
game.    
Educational theme: Recalling landmark events are accounts of athletic history 
collected, written and preserved for future generations. 
Educational theme: Baseball is a metaphor, an implicit comparison, an analogy for 
nearly everything in American life. To understand America one must understand the 
game of baseball. Baseball in many ways defines the best philosophies of the American 
culture.  
Educational theme: The difference between a pro and an amateur is that a 
professional will demonstrate mental toughness after failing to perform successfully. 
They will continue to compete to the end of the event. 
Educational theme: Amateurs work until they get it right. Professionals work until they 
cannot get it wrong. 
Educational theme: Excitement and drama are components of competitive athletics 
and art. It enhances the fun and interest for both players and fans in the game of 
baseball and fine art. 
 
Act Two - "Student Play": For nearly a decade The Seventh Inning Stretch has 
showcased many playwrights, including an annual student writer. This year Alex 
Gherardi of Rutgers University was chosen.   Alex has a passion for the game and 
wrote a play entitled "Big League Chew." It’s about losing the true spirit of competition 
and the loss of love for the game. The characters are visited by the spirit of Babe Ruth. 
In the play, Ruth is a comedic character offering interesting philosophical insights. It is 
the secret life of boys and the love of the game.  
        Former Cincinnati Reds slugger Eric Davis was asked the TWIBIA question. Who 
has led the National League in slugging percentage the most times? The answer is 
Rogers Hornsby, who led the NL nine times in his career.    
       Winning Road Trips celebrates the teams and players that know how to win away 



from home. In the top of the first inning in San Francisco, the first eight Minnesota Twins 
hit safely to tie a major league record.  
        In a new segment, All Star Game Moments, broadcaster Bob Costas described 
Reggie Jackson's mammoth home run in the bottom of the third inning in Detroit at the 
1971 All-Star Game. The homer hit a transformer on the roof of Tiger Stadium. That 
blast jump started a four run rally and the American League went on to win its first All-
Star Game since 1962. 
Educational theme: The ultimate victory in competition is derived from the inner 
satisfaction of knowing that you have done your best and that you have gotten the most 
out of what you had to give. 
Educational theme:  Landmark performances are those that mark a turning point in 
history. An athletic accomplishment with historical significance is one that is marked for 
preservation by aficionados, players and national governing bodies of sport. 
Educational theme: Trivia is a seemingly superfluous and insignificant event; however, 
it is an important component of baseball legend, lore and tradition. For both fans and 
players, trivia is a source of fun and interest in the American institution called baseball. 
 
Act Three - "Pepsi Max":  Once again from the high-tech, interactive, hardball haven 
called "The MLB Man Cave,", TWIB and the two intrepid baseball fans continued to 
answer the question - what would it be like to watch every inning of every MLB game for 
the entire 2011 season?   So far, Mike O'Hara and Ryan Wagner have watched more 
than 1000 games. In addition, more than 70 celebrities and MLB players have visited 
the cave, including Miss USA and home run champion Jose Bautista. This week, Mikey 
Oh satirically explained a top secret mission to the most feared bullpen in the American 
League. Cleveland has the AL's best ERA and their covert operation is to successfully 
pitch the Indians to the World Series.        
        Gillette presented The Rookie of the Month, which honors the league's top rookies 
throughout the season. Oakland Athletics' outfielder Jemile Weeks is a diving machine, 
whether it is a diving catch of a batted ball or a head first slide into a triple. 
Educational theme: Fun is simply the valuable use of one's time. It is a source of 
enjoyment or pleasure. When something is no longer fun, we stop doing it; therefore fun 
is the key to intrinsic motivation. 
Educational theme: These are particularly good examples of the skills and effort 
necessary to play baseball at the elite level of competition. The price of success is hard 
work, dedication to the job, and determination to win. It is the only way one is going to 
accomplish anything meaningful. 
 
Act Four - "Diamond Demos":  To play baseball one must execute the fundamentals 
of the game. MLB Network expert Harold Reynolds taught the proper method when 
receiving a throw from the catcher during an attempted steal of second base. The 
proper position is to straddle the bag, catch the ball, and apply the tag. A bad habit to be 
avoided is to get out in front of the base to catch the ball and try to reach back to make 
the tag. This common mistake often leads to creeping up in front of second base. 
               Going All Out is a segment that honors special players who continually show 
maximum effort. Fifty years ago a pair of New York Yankees were chasing the single 
season home run record of the legendary Babe Ruth, and Roger Maris and Mickey 



Mantle were creating a scintillating summer in New York. Although Mantle was the 
favorite of fans and sports writers – something Maris was aware of -- both men 
supported and respected each other. A leg injury forced Mickey to the disabled list with 
54 home runs. After Roger tied the record with 60, the countdown continued. On the 
final game of the season, Roger hit his 61st homer to break the record. The fans in 
Yankee Stadium celebrated one of the greatest feats in baseball. 
               Big League Blast takes us to Cincinnati's Great America Park, where the Reds  
leadoff hitter Chris Heisey became just the 20th leadoff hitter to hit three home runs in a 
single game. The fans gave Chris a well deserved curtain call. 
Educational theme: Sports pedagogy is an important aspect of the learning process. 
Demonstration and explanation are initial steps in the process. Children learn best by 
watching and mimicking athletic performance.  
Educational theme: Baseball is a game of good and bad habits. 
Educational theme:  Legends are unverifiable stories handed down by tradition and 
accepted as historical truth. They are popularly regarded as a mixture of fact and myth.  
For both fans and players, legend is a source of fun and interest in the American 
institution called baseball. 
Educational theme: Performing under pressure requires practicing under pressure. 
The sport psychology of clutch performers involves ambition, determination, 
emotionality, mental toughness and self-confidence. 
Educational theme: The glory and romance of sport are preserved in the chronicles of 
landmark performances, because history is written by the victors. Documenting 
important events in a career create the history of the present, for if you lose sight of the 
past, you will lose sight of the future. 
 
Act Five - "How 'bout that!": The best plays and misplays of the week were set to the 
song "Ready to Go" by Panic! At the Disco. This is one of the best collection of 
defensive plays to illustrate the game of baseball. Outfielders made diving catches after 
long runs and leaping catches at the wall to rob hitters of base hits. Infielders handled 
hard hit balls, made bare handed grabs and spectacular diving catches to prevent base 
hits. Chris Heisey's record tying home run hitting was noted, as was Tim Hudson's 
1600th strike out.  A group of long home runs were shown. 
Educational theme: Teachers and coaches can utilize this as an opportunity for 
instruction. Sport pedagogy involves the demonstration and explanation of baseball 
biomechanics, strategies, skills, and mental aspects of athletic performance. 
Educational theme:  Baseball is considered to be the most difficult sport to master. It 
takes great skill and ability to play the game successfully. 
Educational theme: Milestones are methods to define achievement and preserve elite 
athletic performances. Records provide much of the tradition, lore and customs of sport. 
Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, grace, and 
rhythmic movements of elite athletes. The aesthetic quality of a well-executed play 
enhances the appreciation of baseball. 
Educational theme: Once the student-learner has carefully observed the required 
effort and the bio-mechanics of the premier athletes, then the movements can be more 
easily duplicated and performed by the learner. The student is then physically educated. 


